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Risk analysis of dams: French practice through 
Safety Review Risk Assessment



1-Introduction

ICOLD Bulletin 130 “Risk assessment in dam safety management” sets the principles of risk 
management for dams, where the main objectives are: 

 to identify all the configurations likely to jeopardize a structure’s safety and integrity and therefore 
the safety of the human, economic and environmental issues located upstream or downstream of 
the structure; 

 to analyze the performance of the technical, human and organizational provisions made by the 
operator to maintain an acceptable level of safety relative to the risk. 



1-Introduction
Carried out under the responsibility of the entity responsible of the dam, Safety Review Risk 
Assessments (SaRRA) are : 

 carried out by analysis managers - consultants or technical services of the owner;

 subject to examination by the State supervisory authority.



1-Introduction
The management and assessment of risks therefore constitutes an 
iterative process aimed at reducing risks to an acceptable level.

This process is based on a risk analysis that consists of:

 Identifying the sources of hazards, i.e. the elements that are 
likely to cause significant damage in their environment;

 Identifying in detail the different conditions in which the 
hazards identified may materialize through failure modes;

 Offering a quantitative, semi-quantitative or qualitative 
characterization of the risks according to several criteria such 
as the severity of the consequences and the probability of 
occurrence;

 Proposing measures of control and/or risk reduction by 
prioritizing them, particularly if the risk is deemed to be 
uncontrolled. The risk reduction process then continues until 
it reaches a level that is as low as reasonably practicable 
(ALARP). 



1-Introduction

1. Preliminary Risk Analysis (PRA)
2. Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) 

2 main methods in France : 



2-Preliminary Risk Analysis (PRA)
Context: 

The Preliminary Risk Analysis draws up an inventory that is as complete as possible of the failure 
modes of the dam and its safety equipment, for all conditions of operation. 

It is not a standardized method

The PRA approach occurs prior to the construction of failure scenarios and is used as their input data.

It constitutes a macroscopic analysis of the structure’s risk situations and makes it possible to detect 
the feared events to be studied and the associated risks to be assessed. 

It also includes an initial assessment of the severity of the identified failures .



2-Preliminary Risk Analysis (PRA)
Principles : 

The aim of the PRA is to identify all the dangerous phenomena likely to harm third parties

The PRA therefore supplies the input data for the detailed modeling of failure scenarios but is not a 
substitute for that.

Indeed, elements that are not identified in the PRA can be added during the construction of failure 
scenarios, which is a more detailed phase of the risk analysis. 



2-Preliminary Risk Analysis (PRA)
4 stages : 
1. An expert identification of the failure modes of each element in the perimeter of the 

structure, in various given conditions of operation. This identification is based on the 
functional analysis of the perimeter elements; 

2. An estimation of the consequences of these failures, characterized by the kinetics and the 
extent of the effects of this failure. This estimation is qualitative. It is based on the experts’ 
functional analysis of the structure;

3. The choice of the failure modes to retain, regarding the severity of their consequences; 

4. An initial identification of the causes of the retained failure modes and the existing 
methods of prevention.

What does a PRA look like ? 



2-Preliminary Risk Analysis (PRA)
Example 1 : Arch dam with gated spillway  



2-Preliminary Risk Analysis (PRA)
Example 1 : Arch dam with gated spillway  



2-Preliminary Risk Analysis (PRA)
Example 2 : Embankment dam



2-Preliminary Risk Analysis (PRA)
Conclusion : 
The PRA table can have different forms and levels of detail,

But, if the information shown and the level of detail can vary, the PRA always includes, for each 
component identified, the dangerous situations or consequences and their potential cause or failure 
mode, as well as the argument on whether or not to retain these initiating events for the rest of the 
study.



3-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
Context : 

The FMEA method (Failure modes and Effects Analysis) constitutes a detailed method of analyzing the 
failure modes of a system’s components. 

It is sometimes carried out in the form of a FMECA analysis which consists of a FMEA analysis to which a 
specific analysis of the criticality is added. 

The FMEA method is widely used in the mechanical industry (spatial, nuclear, automobile, etc.). It is the 
subject of several standards in France, Europe and worldwide (NF X 60-510, CEI 812-1985, MIL-STD-1269 A).



3-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
Principles : 

The FMEA method consists of a systematic analysis of a system’s components in the form of a table, to 
research the failure modes and their causes and effects.

The failure modes constitute the failure of the system’s components to carry out their functions or their 
degraded or partial realizations, and the search for them is based on the results of the functional analysis 
carried out prior to implementing the FMEA. 

Through its systematic character, the FMEA guarantees the completeness of the analysis of the failure 
modes, as long as the functional analysis has been carried out fully



3-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
Principles : 
The implementation of the FMEA is produced in the form of a table showing : 

 The system’s components;
 The components’ main and technical functions; 

 The failure modes : non-realization or partial realization of function; 
 The possible causes of the failure modes : 

o Linked to the contacts between the environment and the components, 
o Linked to the hydraulic interactions or constraints with the environment and the 

components, 
o Linked to the component’s intrinsic condition. 

 The possible effects of the failure modes : 
o On the contacts between the environment and the components, 
o On the hydraulic interactions or constraints with the environment and the components, 
o On the component’s intrinsic condition. 

Functional
analysis

Failure 
modes

Possible 
effects



3-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
Example 1 : Rockfill dam with clay core 



3-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
Example 2 : Embankment dam - Training
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3-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
Example 2 : Embankment dam



3-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
Example 2 : Embankment dam - Training



3-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
Example 2 : Embankment dam - Training

Analyse Fonctionnelle

N° Composant Fonction principale Fonction technologique / Contrainte

1 Corps du barrage Contenir les eaux de la retenue
Contenir les eaux jusqu'à la cote de 
dangers

1,1 Corps de remblai
Assurer la stabilité mécanique 
du barrage

Résister à l'érosion interne

Résister aux contraintes de 
cisaillement

Résister à l'érosion externe

Assurer l'étanchéité du barrage
Présenter une perméabilité 
homogène suffisamment faible

1,2 Parement amont
Protéger le corps du barrage de 
l'action de l'eau

Résister à l'érosion externe

1,3 Parement aval
Protéger le corps du barrage de 
l'érosion externe

Résister à l'érosion externe

Crête
Permettre la circulation des 
véhicules

Résister à l'érosion externe et aux 
contraintes d'exploitation

Assurer une revanche
Résister aux phénomènes de 
tassement

1,4

AMDE

Mode de défaillance Cause

Rupture par érosion interne
Gradient hydraulique élevé, infiltrations excessives dans le 
corps du barrage
Matériaux et mise en œuvre non adaptés (sensibilité à 
l'érosion interne)

Rupture par glissement Piézométrie élevée dans le remblai aval du barrage 

Géométrie défavorable du barrage  (largeur, inclinaison 
talus)
Propriétés mécaniques des matériaux défavorables
Sollicitations sismiques excessives

Rupture par déformation excessive de 
la fondation ou du corps du barrage

Perte des capacités de reprise des efforts mécaniques du 
barrage
Effondrement de la galerie de vidange ou de la tour de prise 
d'eau

Rupture par surverse Augmentation du niveau d'eau dans la retenue

Perte de revanche (tassement de la crête)
Perte de capacité à assurer 
l'étanchéité du barrage

Matériaux non adaptés (sensibilité à l'érosion interne)

Compactage des matériaux insuffisant

Erosion Courant d'eau / Marnage / Batillage

Erosion Ruisselement

Dégradations, obstruction Erosion (ruissellement, passage véhicules)

Revanche insuffisante Tassement

Effet

Rupture du barrage avec libération non-
maîtrisée d'eau vers l'aval

Rupture du barrage avec libération non-
maîtrisée d'eau vers l'aval

Rupture du barrage avec libération non-
maîtrisée d'eau vers l'aval

Infiltrations, Erosion interne

Erosion superficielle du corps du barrage

Erosion superficielle du corps du barrage

Passage délicat, difficultés de surveillance ou 
d'intervention en cas d'urgence

Surverse potentielle



4-Conclusion
The two main methods applied in Safety Review Risk Assessments on dams in 
France are:

1. the PRA method (Preliminary Risk Analysis ) which is based on a simple 
risk analysis based on expertise,

2. the FMEA method (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis) which constitutes 
a more complete analysis of the failure modes.



4-Conclusion
The application of the PRA method is largely based on an expert assessment : the 
identification of the hazards is carried out using the experience and knowledge of a 
panel of Experts. 

PRAs are generally based on a summary internal functional analysis and they then 
expose a first order of magnitude analysis by highlighting only the major failure 
modes likely to be encountered on the dams. 

The method is pertinent for dams, insofar as the expert’s judgement remains highly 
significant in determining a certain number of degradations and failures.

As there is no standardization of the method, PRA practices in Safety Review Risk 
Assessments in France show a great variability.



4-Conclusion

In a standardized context, the FMEA method constitutes a complete analysis of the 
failure modes of the dam’s components after a quality functional analysis. 

It is therefore well adapted to a later complete or even quantitative analysis. 

The expertise serves during the implementation of the FMEA method, when 
simplifying unrealistic causes and effects for the dam studied. 

Its application is conditioned by the structural and functional knowledge of the dam 
and therefore depends on the quality of the functional analysis. 

Other similar methods are used (Potential Failure Mode Analysis [PFMA] reviews the 
chain of events leading to unsatisfactory performance and failure of the dam (see TN 
for Potential Failure Mode Analysis - World Bank 2020k)



4-Conclusion
The failure mode analysis methods described in this session (PRA and FMEA(C)) 
consider simple and independent failures of an element or a component of the 
system analyzed. 

Their implementation is based on tables identifying accidental sequences based on 
the causes. 

These methods are not adapted to taking combinations of several components or 
events in a failure scenario into account (technical, human or organizational). 

Other methods are available for taking these different types of failures and their 
combinations into account

Next session


